“God gives us the freedom to choose our path in life...BUT...He reserves the consequences of that choice to Himself!”

Rick Amato
How To Experience God’s Blessing
Psalm 1
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The Choice We All Have To Make

Negative

Not Walk In Counsel Ungodly
Not Stand In Way Sinners
Not Sit In Seat Scornful

An increasing amount of time
A constant progression/spiral down
The Choice We All Have To Make

Positive

Delight

Law of Lord

Meditate

There is only ONE path that leads to happiness
The other seems right...but is not!

“There is a way that seems right to a man; but in the end it leads to death!”

Prov 14:12
The Consequences Of The Choice We Make

5 Positive

- Stability: Tree planted  
  - A cultivated life
- Provision: Streams of water  
  - God sustains
- Outcome: Fruit  
  - Positive contribution
- Strength: Not wither  
  - Internal resources
- God’s Blessing: Prosper  
  - In every way
The Consequences Of The Choice We Make

3 Negative

• No Stability: Chaff blown
• No Acceptance: Final Judgement
• No Acceptance: By Others

Trouble wins
By God
God’s Family
3 Questions

• Am I pursuing happiness in the way God designed?

• Am I in the place where I can be assured of God’s hand of blessing, protection and acceptance?

• Do I want the consequences of the lifestyle I’m choosing?